
Name: 

Address: 

STATEMENT 

GOBBO, Nicola Maree 

Known to Police 

Occupation: Barrister 

STATES: 

Ph Home: Known to Police 

Ph Work : Known to Police 

My full name is Nicola Maree GOBBO and I reside at an 

address known to police. 

I am the owner of vehicle -, a silver 2005 BMW 

330CI coupe. 

On Wednesday 16 April 2008 I drove to work and parked 

my car in a car park in Little Bourke Street. At 

approximately 4. 30pm I drove to a Neurologist's 

appointment in East Melbourne. I then returned to my 

office and at about 6.20pm parked outside my office in 

Lonsdale Street, Melbourne. 

At approximately 7.45pm I left my office with solicitor 

Alastair GRIGOR and we drove in my car to the South 

Melbourne area where we had arranged to meet Jacques El 

HAGE at 8.00pm for dinner. 

At approximately 7. 55pm I parked my car on the north 

side of York Street, approximately 20 metres east of 

Clarendon Street. It was parked in an angle car park, 

bay 7, directly outside 68-72 York Street. Alastair and 

I then left the car and walked around into Clarendon 

Street where we met Jacques at 'Centro' for dinner. 

At approximately 9. 35pm I received a phone call from 

the Police communications centre advising me that I 

should return to my vehicle as it had been damaged by 

fire. 
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Upon returning to my vehicle I found police and fire 

crews in attendance and the fire in my vehicle had just 

been extinguished.

The value of my vehicle is approximately $90,000.00. 

In addition numerous personal items were contained 

therein including; a mobile phone charger, two mobile 

hands-free kits, two pairs of sunglasses, about 10 CDs, 

an e-tag, two different security car park passes, a 

vehicle log book and two baseball hats.

The total value of these items is approximately 

$1000.00. 

....................
Nicola GOBBO

 
Statement taken and signature witnessed by me
at 3.35pm on 22/04/2008 at Melbourne

Paul ROWE
Det.Sen.Constable 31741

I hereby acknowledge that this statement is true and 
correct and I make it in the belief that a person 
making a false statement in the circumstances is liable 
to the penalties of perjury.

.....................
Nicola GOBBO

Acknowledgment made and signature witnessed by me
at 3.36pm on 22/04/2008 at Melbourne

Paul ROWE
Det.Sen.Constable 31741
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